Scene 1: All the animals enter 1 by 1 and make a circle whilst the African wail is repeated.

Scene 2: Monkey enters last and walks to the microphone.

Monkey: Welcome to Africa. This is the circle of life and all the animals are happy but there are problems coming.

(The circle moves offstage leaving Simba and his father.)

Mufasa: Remember Simba, we are all in the circle of life.

Simba: I know dad.

Mufasa: Simba, always respect the animals.

Simba: I will dad, I love all the animals.

Mufasa: Oh!! What is that sound? (holding his ears)

Simba: Oh no it is wildebeest. Run, dad, run!!!

On come several wildebeest and Mufasa falls to the floor. (Simba cries)

Simba: Oh! No, dad, stay with me... I need you.

Scar: Simba, it is all your fault, you better run away and don’t come back.

Hyena: Great Simba! Mufasa is dead, ha ha ha, Mufasa is dead!! Run away Simba!!

Monkey: Simba’s father dies and Simba runs away.
Whilst Simba is running around change the scene to the jungle.

Simba falls to the floor crying. Timon and Pumba enter singing Hakuna Matata. Simba stops crying and stands up.

Simba: Hakuna Matata?? What is “Hakuna Matata”?  
Timon: “Hakuna Matata” is no problems.

Pumba: You must be happy. Stop thinking about the bad think about the good.

Simba : But, who are you?

Timon y Pumba: We are your friends!!.

*They all sing the song “Hakuna Matata”.*

Suddenly Nala enters and Timon and Pumba run around as she chases them. Simba stops her.

Nala: Who are you??

Simba: I am Simba.

Nala: I am your friend Nala. *(They hug)*

Nala: You must help the lions. Scar is in control and all the lions are very sad.

Simba: You are right Nala, I am going to help.

*They slowly run in one direction whilst they scenery changes back to the pride lands.*

Jorge Erwin: Look!! Simba is back!!

Sara: Oh Simba, we are very happy, you are here again!!
Lucía: Simba, this is terrible, you must help the animals.

Noa: You are the real king!!

Simba: Scar you are a bad king. You must stop.

Scar: I killed your father and now I am going to kill you.

Lucía: Oh no they are going to fight.

Noa: Who will be the winner Simba or Scar.

*Scar falls down.*

Monkey: Simba, you are our king. *(He brings a crown that he puts on Simba’s head).*

Simba: This is the circle of life, again.

*Circle of life final dance and song*